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The Principles of Warehouse Design 2008-02
this exceptional work provides readers with an introduction to the state of the art research on data warehouse design with many references to more detailed sources it
offers a clear and a concise presentation of the major concepts and results in the subject area malinowski and zimányi explain conventional data warehouse design in
detail and additionally address two innovative domains recently introduced to extend the capabilities of data warehouse systems namely the management of spatial
and temporal information

Advanced Data Warehouse Design 2008-01-22
agile data warehouse design is a step by step guide for capturing data warehousing business intelligence dw bi requirements and turning them into high performance
dimensional models in the most direct way by modelstorming data modeling brainstorming with bi stakeholders this book describes beam an agile approach to
dimensional modeling for improving communication between data warehouse designers bi stakeholders and the whole dw bi development team beam provides tools
and techniques that will encourage dw bi designers and developers to move away from their keyboards and entity relationship based tools and model interactively with
their colleagues the result is everyone thinks dimensionally from the outset developers understand how to efficiently implement dimensional modeling solutions
business stakeholders feel ownership of the data warehouse they have created and can already imagine how they will use it to answer their business questions within
this book you will learn agile dimensional modeling using business event analysis modeling beam modelstorming data modeling that is quicker more inclusive more
productive and frankly more fun telling dimensional data stories using the 7ws who what when where how many why and how modeling by example not abstraction
using data story themes not crow s feet to describe detail storyboarding the data warehouse to discover conformed dimensions and plan iterative development visual
modeling sketching timelines charts and grids to model complex process measurement simply agile design documentation enhancing star schemas with beam
dimensional shorthand notation solving difficult dw bi performance and usability problems with proven dimensional design patterns lawrence corr is a data warehouse
designer and educator as principal of decisionone consulting he helps clients to review and simplify their data warehouse designs and advises vendors on visual data
modeling techniques he regularly teaches agile dimensional modeling courses worldwide and has taught dimensional dw bi skills to thousands of students jim stagnitto
is a data warehouse and master data management architect specializing in the healthcare financial services and information service industries he is the founder of the
data warehousing and data mining consulting firm llumino

Agile Data Warehouse Design 2011-11
foreword by mark stephen larow vice president of products microstrategy a unique and authoritative book that blends recent research developments with industry
level practices for researchers students and industry practitioners il yeol song professor college of information science and technology drexel university



Data Warehouse Design: Modern Principles and Methodologies 2009-03-03
since its groundbreaking inception the approach to understanding data warehousing has been split into two mindsets ralph kimball who pioneered the use of
dimensional modeling techniques for building the data warehouse and bill inmon who introduced the corporate information factory and leads those who believe in
using relational modeling techniques for the data warehouse mastering data warehouse design successfully merges inmon s data warehouse design philosophies with
kimball s data mart design philosophies to provide you with a compelling and complete overview of exactly what is involved in designing and building a sustainable and
extensible data warehouse

Mastering Data Warehouse Design 2003-08-08
the guide provides a wealth of information that will help you benchmark your operations and test new ideas and concepts before you implement them

The Time, Space & Cost Guide to Better Warehouse Design 2003-01-01
each chapter is a practice run for the way we all ought to design our data marts and hence our data warehouses ralph kimball from the foreword let the experts show
you how to customize data warehouse designs for real business needs in data warehouse design solutions to effectively design a data warehouse you have to
understand its many business uses this guidebook shows you how business managers in different corporate functions actually use data warehouses to make decisions
you ll get a rich set of data warehouse designs that flow from realistic business cases two top experts show you how to customize your data warehouse designs for real
life business needs including sales and marketing production and inventory management budgeting and financial reporting quality control product delivery and
fulfillment strategic business analysis such as determining market share rates of return on investment and other key analytic ratios cd rom includes all sample data
warehouse designs with accompanying preformatted reports in html for specific business uses such as marketing sales and financial analysis

Data Warehouse Design Solutions 1998-07-13
effective warehouse operations are key to the majority of logistics processes and a well designed and managed warehouse facility can provide significant business
advantage as the pace of change continues to gather momentum we must continue to review and update best practice in all areas of activity and this new edition of the
principles of warehouse design is both appropriate and timely this guide should be required reading for those specifying designing building and operating warehouse
facilities because getting it right is worth the effort



The Principles of Warehouse Design 2010
an exciting new approach to dimensional data warehouse design invented by the author this how to guide shows you how a revolutionary new approach to dimensional
modeling invented by the author can be used throughout the data warehouse analysis and design phases to improve communication between it and business users and
consequently produce better results featuring proven techniques devised by the author this book introduces business event analysis and modeling beam a powerful yet
simple technique for modeling directly with business users you ll learn how to run facilitated beam sessions with users to create consensus on data definitions and a
sense of business ownership of the data warehouse design demonstrates how to use business event analysis and modeling beam to readily capture the 5w1h
combinations that represent the unique business events of any organization presents common reusable modeling techniques for handling the complexities of people
and groups the who products and services the what geography the where for each dimension type offers extensive detailed examples for translating each beam model
into a dimensional star schema model the companion website will include all sample models document templates and sql code examples these proven techniques will
help you accomplish your end goal ensuring that the data warehouse design meet the real needs of users

Principles of Warehouse Design 1993
with this textbook vaisman and zimányi deliver excellent coverage of data warehousing and business intelligence technologies ranging from the most basic principles
to recent findings and applications to this end their work is structured into three parts part i describes fundamental concepts including conceptual and logical data
warehouse design as well as querying using mdx dax and sql olap this part also covers data analytics using power bi and analysis services part ii details
implementation and deployment including physical design etl and data warehouse design methodologies part iii covers advanced topics and it is almost completely new
in this second edition this part includes chapters with an in depth coverage of temporal spatial and mobility data warehousing graph data warehouses are also covered
in detail using neo4j the last chapter extensively studies big data management and the usage of hadoop spark distributed in memory columnar nosql and newsql
database systems and data lakes in the context of analytical data processing as a key characteristic of the book most of the topics are presented and illustrated using
application tools specifically a case study based on the well known northwind database illustrates how the concepts presented in the book can be implemented using
microsoft analysis services and power bi all chapters have been revised and updated to the latest versions of the software tools used kpis and dashboards are now also
developed using dax and power bi and the chapter on etl has been expanded with the implementation of etl processes in postgresql review questions and exercises
complement each chapter to support comprehensive student learning supplemental material to assist instructors using this book as a course text is available online
and includes electronic versions of the figures solutions to all exercises and a set of slides accompanying each chapter overall students practitioners and researchers
alike will find this book the most comprehensive reference work on data warehouses with key topics described in a clear and educational style i can only invite you to
dive into the contents of the book feeling certain that once you have completed its reading or maybe targeted parts of it you will join me in expressing our gratitude to
alejandro and esteban for providing such a comprehensive textbook for the field of data warehousing in the first place and for keeping it up to date with the recent
developments in this current second edition from the foreword by panos vassiliadis university of ioannina greece



Rapid Data Warehouse Design 2010-05-13
please provide course information please provide

Data Warehouse Systems 2022-08-16
great changes have happened to the design of warehouses and distribution centers people not only begin to pay much attention to control the expense of construction
but start to take technical and safety requirements into consideration the architects are faced with a number of challenges including the growing shortage of cheap
land and the increasing demand cast upon distribution centers this book consists of two parts a system of basic theories guidelines and design standards as well as a
collection of warehouse and distribution center projects throughout the world to serve both referential and inspirational purposes

Warehouse Design and Control 1999
a data warehouse is an integrated database primarily used in organizational decision making although the deployment of data warehouses is current practise in the
modern information technology landscapes the methodical schema design for such databases has only been studied cursorily

Object-oriented Data Warehouse Design 2000
updated new edition of ralph kimball s groundbreaking book ondimensional modeling for data warehousing and businessintelligence the first edition of ralph kimball s
the data warehousetoolkit introduced the industry to dimensional modeling and now his books are considered the most authoritative guides inthis space this new third
edition is a complete library of updateddimensional modeling techniques the most comprehensive collectionever it covers new and enhanced star schema dimensional
modelingpatterns adds two new chapters on etl techniques includes new andexpanded business matrices for 12 case studies and more authored by ralph kimball and
margy ross known worldwide aseducators consultants and influential thought leaders in datawarehousing and business intelligence begins with fundamental design
recommendations and progressesthrough increasingly complex scenarios presents unique modeling techniques for business applicationssuch as inventory
management procurement invoicing accounting customer relationship management big data analytics and more draws real world case studies from a variety of
industries including retail sales financial services telecommunications education health care insurance e commerce and more design dimensional databases that are
easy to understand andprovide fast query response with the data warehousetoolkit the definitive guide to dimensional modeling 3rdedition

Warehouse and Distribution Centre 2014
this old edition was published in 2002 the current and final edition of this book is the data warehouse toolkit the definitive guide to dimensional modeling 3rd edition



which was published in 2013 under isbn 9781118530801 the authors begin with fundamental design recommendations and gradually progress step by step through
increasingly complex scenarios clear cut guidelines for designing dimensional models are illustrated using real world data warehouse case studies drawn from a
variety of business application areas and industries including retail sales and e commerce inventory management procurement order management customer
relationship management crm human resources management accounting financial services telecommunications and utilities education transportation health care and
insurance by the end of the book you will have mastered the full range of powerful techniques for designing dimensional databases that are easy to understand and
provide fast query response you will also learn how to create an architected framework that integrates the distributed data warehouse using standardized dimensions
and facts

Data Warehouse Schema Design 2001
this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 27th international conference on conceptual modeling er 2008 held in barcelona spain in october 2008 the 33
revised full papers presented together with 18 demo papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 178 submissions the papers are organized in topical sections on
novel semantics ontology patterns privacy compliance location process management and design process models queries similarity and coherence space and time
system design translation transformation and search

The Data Warehouse Toolkit 2013-07-01
this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the second international workshop on data engineering issues in e commerce and services deecs 2006 held in san
francisco california june 2006 the book presents 15 revised full papers and 8 revised short papers organized in topical sections on e commerce services business
processes and services data and knowledge engineering business models and analysis services and e commerce systems

The Data Warehouse Toolkit 2011-08-08
please provide course information please provide

Conceptual Modeling - ER 2008 2008-10-07
the importance of logistics in all its variations is still increasing new technologies emerge new planning methods and algorithms are developed only to face a market
with a growing complexity and the need of weighting monetary costs against ecological impact mastering these challenges requires a scientific viewpoint on logistics
but always with applications in mind this volume presents up to date logistics research in all its diversity and interconnectedness it grew out of the international
logistics science conference ilsc held in dortmund in september 2013 bringing together leading scientists and young academics from nine different countries the



conference was jointly organized by the efficiency cluster logistics and the fraunhofer institute for material flow and logistics the program committee used a double
blind review process to choose the 12 strongest contributions which were then grouped in four areas sustainability logistics including electric mobility smart
information communication technologies and corporate social responsibility management intralogistics including the detection of autonomous vehicles 3d computer
vision and sensor functions for forklift trucks transport logistics including distribution centre organization delivery performance in railway systems and logistics
reference modelling logistics facilities including environmental impact of container ports parcel sorting systems and model based systems engineering

Data Engineering Issues in E-Commerce and Services 2006-09-26
this textbook covers all central activities of data warehousing and analytics including transformation preparation aggregation integration and analysis it discusses the
full spectrum of the journey of data from operational transactional databases to data warehouses and data analytics as well as the role that data warehousing plays in
the data processing lifecycle it also explains in detail how data warehouses may be used by data engines such as bi tools and analytics algorithms to produce reports
dashboards patterns and other useful information and knowledge the book is divided into six parts ranging from the basics of data warehouse design part i star
schema part ii snowflake and bridge tables part iii advanced dimensions and part iv multi fact and multi input to more advanced data warehousing concepts part v data
warehousing and evolution and data analytics part vi olap bi and analytics this textbook approaches data warehousing from the case study angle each chapter presents
one or more case studies to thoroughly explain the concepts and has different levels of difficulty hence learning is incremental in addition every chapter has also a
section on further readings which give pointers and references to research papers related to the chapter all these features make the book ideally suited for either
introductory courses on data warehousing and data analytics or even for self studies by professionals the book is accompanied by a web page that includes all the used
datasets and codes as well as slides and solutions to exercises

Data Warehousing 1999
this book constitutes the refereed joint proceedings of four international workshops held in conjunction with the 22nd international conference on conceptual
modelling er 2003 held in chicago il usa in october 2003 the 35 revised full papers presented together with introduction to the four workshops were carefully reviewed
and selected from numerous submissions in accordance with the respective workshops the papers are organized in topical sections on conceptual modelling
approaches for e business conceptual modelling quality agent oriented information systems xml data and schema

Efficiency and Innovation in Logistics 2013-08-16
data mapping in a data warehouse is the process of creating a link between two distinct data models source and target tables attributes data mapping is required at
many stages of dw life cycle to help save processor overhead every stage has its own unique requirements and challenges therefore many data warehouse
professionals want to learn data mapping in order to move from an etl extract transform and load data between databases developer to a data modeler role data
mapping for data warehouse design provides basic and advanced knowledge about business intelligence and data warehouse concepts including real life scenarios that



apply the standard techniques to projects across various domains after reading this book readers will understand the importance of data mapping across the data
warehouse life cycle covers all stages of data warehousing and the role of data mapping in each includes a data mapping strategy and techniques that can be applied
to many situations based on the author s years of real world experience designing solutions

Data Warehousing and Analytics 2022-02-04
introducing the data warehousing optimizing data storage and retrieval for business success bundle unlock the full potential of your data with this comprehensive
collection of four essential books 1 data warehousing fundamentals a beginner s guide dive into the foundational principles of data warehousing and learn how to build
a solid framework for storing and managing your organization s data understand the importance of data modeling and gain insights into the extraction transformation
and loading etl processes essential for efficient data management 2 mastering data modeling for data warehousing take your data modeling skills to the next level with
advanced techniques for conceptual logical and dimensional modeling learn how to design scalable and efficient data warehouses that meet the evolving needs of your
organization 3 advanced etl techniques for data warehousing optimization optimize your etl processes and streamline data extraction transformation and loading for
maximum efficiency explore advanced techniques such as incremental loading and change data capture cdc to ensure the smooth operation of your data warehouse 4
big data analytics harnessing the power of data warehousing for experts unlock the transformative potential of big data analytics and gain actionable insights to drive
informed decision making discover how to leverage your data warehouse for real time data processing predictive modeling and more with this bundle you ll gain the
knowledge and skills needed to optimize your data storage and retrieval processes empowering you to harness the power of data for business success whether you re a
beginner looking to build a solid foundation or an expert seeking advanced strategies this bundle has something for everyone don t miss out on this opportunity to
revolutionize your approach to data warehousing and take your business to new heights

Conceptual Modeling for Novel Application Domains 2003-09-29
data warehouse is one of the components of the overall business intelligence system an enterprise has one data warehouse and data marts source has their information
from the data warehouse the data warehouse is a corporation of all data marts within the enterprise information is always accumulated in the dimensional model in
this paper an intelligent data repository with soft computing is presented it covers similarity metrics that are commonly used to improve the efficiency of data storages
it also covers multiple decision making methodologies to improve the efficiency of decision making

Data Mapping for Data Warehouse Design 2015-12-08
facilities design covers modeling and analysis of the design layout and location of facilities it also covers design and analysis of materials handling



Data Warehousing 101-01-01
paams the international conference on practical applications of agents and multi agent systems is an evolution of the international workshop on practical applications
of agents and multi agent systems paams is an international yearly tribune to present to discuss and to disseminate the latest developments and the most important
outcomes related to real world applications it provides a unique opportunity to bring multi disciplinary experts academics and practitioners together to exchange their
experience in the development of agents and multi agent systems this volume presents the papers that have been accepted for the 2009 edition these articles capture
the most innovative results and this year s trends assisted cognition e commerce grid computing human modelling information systems knowledge management agent
based simulation software development transports trust and security each paper has been reviewed by three different reviewers from an international committee
composed of 64 members from 20 different countries from the 92 submissions received 35 were selected for full presentation at the conference and 26 were accepted
as posters

Survey on Intelligent Data Repository Using Soft Computing 2006
data architecture from zen to reality explains the principles underlying data architecture how data evolves with organizations and the challenges organizations face in
structuring and managing their data using a holistic approach to the field of data architecture the book describes proven methods and technologies to solve the
complex issues dealing with data it covers the various applied areas of data including data modelling and data model management data quality data governance
enterprise information management database design data warehousing and warehouse design this text is a core resource for anyone customizing or aligning data
management systems taking the zen like idea of data architecture to an attainable reality the book presents fundamental concepts of enterprise architecture with
definitions and real world applications and scenarios it teaches data managers and planners about the challenges of building a data architecture roadmap structuring
the right team and building a long term set of solutions it includes the detail needed to illustrate how the fundamental principles are used in current business practice
the book is divided into five sections one of which addresses the software application development process defining tools techniques and methods that ensure
repeatable results data architecture is intended for people in business management involved with corporate data issues and information technology decisions ranging
from data architects to it consultants it auditors and data administrators it is also an ideal reference tool for those in a higher level education process involved in data
or information technology management presents fundamental concepts of enterprise architecture with definitions and real world applications and scenarios teaches
data managers and planners about the challenges of building a data architecture roadmap structuring the right team and building a long term set of solutions includes
the detail needed to illustrate how the fundamental principles are used in current business practice

7th International Conference on Practical Applications of Agents and Multi-Agent Systems



(PAAMS'09) 2009-03-08
the data warehousing bible updated for the new millennium updated and expanded to reflect the many technological advances occurring since the previous edition this
latest edition of the data warehousing bible provides a comprehensive introduction to building data marts operational data stores the corporate information factory
exploration warehouses and enabled warehouses written by the father of the data warehouse concept the book also reviews the unique requirements for supporting e
business and explores various ways in which the traditional data warehouse can be integrated with new technologies to provide enhanced customer service sales and
support both online and offline including near line data storage techniques

Data Architecture 2011-05-09
the information age has led to an explosion in the amount of information available to the individual and the means by which it is accessed stored viewed and
transferred in particular the growth of the internet has led to the creation of huge repositories of multimedia documents in a diverse range of scientific and
professional fields as well as the tools to extract useful knowledge from them mining multimedia documents is a must read for researchers practitioners and students
working at the intersection of data mining and multimedia applications it investigates various techniques related to mining multimedia documents based on text image
and video features it provides an insight into the open research problems benefitting advanced undergraduates graduate students researchers scientists and
practitioners in the fields of medicine biology production education government national security and economics

Building the Data Warehouse 1996-04-10
this book contains the collection of full papers accepted at the 11th international conference on enterprise information systems iceis 2009 organized by the ins tute for
systems and technologies of information control and communication insticc in cooperation with the association for advancement of artificial intel gence aaai and acm
sigmis sig on management information systems and technically co sponsored by the japanese ieice swim sig on software interprise modeling and the workflow
management coalition wfmc iceis 2009 was held in milan italy this conference has grown to become a jor point of contact between research scientists engineers and
practitioners in the area of business applications of information systems this year five simultaneous tracks were held covering different aspects related to enterprise
computing including tabases and information systems integration artificial intelligence and decision support systems information systems analysis and specification
software agents and internet computing and human computer interaction all tracks describe research work that is often oriented toward real world applications and hi
light the benefits of information systems and technology for industry and services thus making a bridge between academia and enterprise iceis 2009 received 644
paper submissions from 70 countries in all continents 81 papers were published and presented as full papers i e completed research work 8 pages 30 minute oral
presentation additional papers accepted at iceis including short papers and posters were published in the regular conference proceedings



Mining Multimedia Documents 2017-04-21
this book provides a wide compendium of references to topics in the field of the databases systems and applications provided by publisher

Enterprise Information Systems 2009-05-04
the two volume set lncs 8802 and lncs 8803 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 6th international symposium on leveraging applications of formal methods
verification and validation isola 2014 held in imperial corfu greece in october 2014 the total of 67 full papers was carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in the
proceedings featuring a track introduction to each section the papers are organized in topical sections named evolving critical systems rigorous engineering of
autonomic ensembles automata learning formal methods and analysis in software product line engineering model based code generators and compilers engineering
virtualized systems statistical model checking risk based testing medical cyber physical systems scientific workflows evaluation and reproducibility of program analysis
processes and data integration in the networked healthcare semantic heterogeneity in the formal development of complex systems in addition part i contains a tutorial
on automata learning in practice as well as the preliminary manifesto to the lncs transactions on the foundations for mastering change with several position papers
part ii contains information on the industrial track and the doctoral symposium and poster session

Handbook of Research on Innovations in Database Technologies and Applications 2009-01-01
hypobaric low pressure storage offers considerable potential as a method to prevent postharvest loss of horticultural and other perishable commodities such as fruit
vegetables cut flowers and meat yet hitherto there has been no comprehensive evaluation and documentation of this method and its scientific basis written by the
world s leading authority on hypobaric storage postharvest physiology and hypobaric storage of fresh produce fills this gap in the existing literature the first part of the
book provides a detailed account of the metabolic functions of gases and the mechanisms of postharvest gas exchange heat transfer and water loss in fresh produce
the effect of hypobaric conditions on each process is then considered before a critical review of all available information on hypobaric storage this includes
horticultural commodity requirements laboratory research and the design of hypobaric warehouses and transportation containers

Leveraging Applications of Formal Methods, Verification and Validation. Specialized Techniques and
Applications 2014-09-26
in a context of global competition the optimization of logistics systems is inescapable logistics systems design and optimization falls within this perspective and
presents twelve chapters that well illustrate the variety and the complexity of logistics activities each chapter is written by recognized researchers who have been
commissioned to survey a specific topic or emerging area of logistics the first chapter by riopel langevin and campbell develops a framework for the entire book it
classifies logistics decisions and highlights the relevant linkages to logistics decisions the intricacy of these linkages demonstrates how thoroughly the decisions are



interrelated and underscores the complexity of managing logistics activities each of the chapters focus on quantitative methods for the design and optimization of
logistics systems

Postharvest Physiology and Hypobaric Storage of Fresh Produce 2004-06-28
effective decision support systems dss are quickly becoming key to businesses gaining a competitive advantage and the effectiveness of these systems depends on the
ability to construct maintain and extract information from data warehouses while many still perceive data warehousing as a subdiscipline of management information
systems mis in fact many of its advances have and will continue to come from the computer science arena intelligent data warehousing presents the state of the art in
data warehousing research and practice from a perspective that integrates business applications and computer science it brings the intelligent techniques associated
with artificial intelligence ai to the entire process of data warehousing including data preparation storage and mining part i provides an overview of the main ideas and
fundamentals of data mining artificial intelligence business intelligence and data warehousing part ii presents core materials on data warehousing and part iii explores
data analysis and knowledge discovery in the data warehousing environment including how to perform intelligent data analysis and the discovery of influential
association patterns bridging the gap between theoretical research and business applications this book summarizes the main ideas behind recent research
developments rather than setting forth technical details and it presents case studies that show the how to s of implementing these ideas the result is a practical first of
its kind book that brings together scattered research unites mis with computer science and melds intelligent techniques with data warehousing

Logistics Systems: Design and Optimization 2005-03-25
our ability to generate and collect data has been increasing rapidly not only are all of our business scientific and government transactions now computerized but the
widespread use of digital cameras publication tools and bar codes also generate data on the collection side scanned text and image platforms satellite remote sensing
systems and the world wide have flooded us with a tremendous amount of data this explosive growth has generated an even more urgent need for new techniques and
automated tools that can help us transform this data into useful information and knowledge like the first edition voted the most popular data mining book by kd
nuggets readers this book explores concepts and techniques for the discovery of patterns hidden in large data sets focusing on issues relating to their feasibility
usefulness effectiveness and scalability however since the publication of the first edition great progress has been made in the development of new data mining
methods systems and applications this new edition substantially enhances the first edition and new chapters have been added to address recent developments on
mining complex types of data including stream data sequence data graph structured data social network data and multi relational data a comprehensive practical look
at the concepts and techniques you need to know to get the most out of real business data updates that incorporate input from readers changes in the field and more
material on statistics and machine learning dozens of algorithms and implementation examples all in easily understood pseudo code and suitable for use in real world
large scale data mining projects complete classroom support for instructors at mkp com datamining2e companion site



Intelligent Data Warehousing 2001-12-13
this book provides insight into the latest findings concerning data warehousing data mining and their applications in everyday human activities provided by publisher

Data Mining, Southeast Asia Edition 2006-04-06
business intelligence bi tools are capable of working with healthcare data in an efficient manner to generate real time information and knowledge relevant to the
success of healthcare organizations further bi tools benefit healthcare professionals making critical decisions within hospitals clinics and physicians offices applying
business intelligence to clinical and healthcare organizations presents new solutions for data analysis within the healthcare sector in order to improve the quality of
medical care and patient quality of life business intelligence models and techniques are explored and their benefits for the healthcare sector exposed in this timely
research based publication comprised of chapters written by professionals and researchers from around the world hospital administrators healthcare professionals
biomedical engineers informatics engineers and students in graduate level healthcare management programs will find this publication essential to their professional
development and research needs

Evolving Application Domains of Data Warehousing and Mining: Trends and Solutions 2009-09-30

Applying Business Intelligence to Clinical and Healthcare Organizations 2016-02-10
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